
in LOVING MEMORY and APPRECIATION of  

1941 - 2023 
 

This is the FINAL edition of Golden Moments and looks back at snippets from the past 

decade or so of Christmas Moments. It concludes with a couple of stories from this year. 

 

 

 

 

 

With best wishes for Christmas and the New Year 

From the Trustees and Coordinators of 

 

(Registered charity Number 1098769) 

 



From Christmas 2010 

Some things change - clearly not such a hot year as the past few we’ve been having, and talk 

of the ‘white stuff’ which we haven’t seen much of down here for a little while 

Some things stay the same – Some of our Golden companions cannot resist the need to rip 

and investigate those strange looking UFO’s – Unidentified Funny (looking) Objects – under 

the tree… 

(NOTE – any reference to ‘later in the issue’ is a reference to the historical issue, not this 

one) 

 

 

 



From Christmas 2011 

A wonderful poem. Sentiments which certainly stand the test of time… 

 

 

From Christmas 2012 

Many of the Golden Moment stories are from over the rainbow bridge, so it was nice to see 

this one from this side of the virtual crossing …  

 



From Christmas 2013 

Not to forget donors from times gone by … 

 

The poem below was written by John Obbard for his neighbour’s new rescue … Holly 

Shipton 

 

 



From Christmas 2014 

This is a lovely reminder of the love and companionship that can come from an older rescue 

dog  

 

GREAT ADVICE! A perfect Golden Nugget … 

 

 

 



From Christmas 2015 

Was it really 8 years ago … 

 

The seminar was about Bloat … 

 

From Christmas 2016 

Another Golden Nuggett … 

 



 

Southern Golden Retriever Society – founders and ongoing supporters of SGRR    

 

From Christmas 2017 

Couldn’t have said it better myself …   

 

The evidence is out … love at first sight can happen at any age …   

 



 

 

From Christmas 2018  

A – behind the scenes – reminder. The workload isn’t all golden and fluffy …  

 

A lovely snippet – in the eyes of Billy Bob. He had epilepsy and was 11 at the time of this 

story … 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From Christmas 2019 

Good to know … sometimes it works, clearly sometimes it doesn’t …  

 

 

A Yule tide tale … 

 

 



From Christmas 2020 

Research is showing our memories are playing tricks on us with the timing of events within 

the pandemic era. Possibly due to a lack of event association…  

 

Of course they had another Goldie … although I doubt she’ll trump the hill wriggle dance …  

 

 

From Christmas 2021 

We were in full swing pandemic and many activities were again cancelled. Rescue still worked with 

emergency cases where they could, but there was no Winter or Christmas Golden Moments edition. 

There was a summer one though, so a snip below of a truth well said … 

 

We love the cheeky ones really … a golden snip of Rosie … 

 



From Christmas (Winter) 2022 

Walter and Henry – what a super reminder of how different they all are …  

 

Good to know … 

 

 

 

 



Lastly this Christmas – 2023 

Introducing a ‘Gorgeous’ companion –   

Jackson: Our new best friend 

 

 
We lost our last rescue Golden at the end of June, at 15, and were not sure what to do next for 

our next dog. We are of an age where coping with a puppy is too much, and many of the 

various animal charities, Goldens were ex-breeding and untrained. Then early in September 

we received a call from SGRR enquiring if we might be interested in rehoming an 'elderly 

gentleman' not quite ready for his 'pipe and slippers'! 

 

Jackson is our 7th Golden.... he can be described as a gentle giant, and settled in brilliantly, as 

if he has always been here. He still needs multiple grooming sessions, and Librela for his 

arthritis, but otherwise full of life and fun 

 

Walking round our village Jackson meets and greets everyone. Everyone says how generous 

we are to take him in. However, we respond that it is us who are fortunate to take in what can 

only be described as a gorgeous companion. 

 

Many thanks SGRR. 

 

We are really sorry to report that Mr & Mrs Caplan had to make the hardest decision we dog 

lovers face and let Jackson be put to sleep since writing this, his age finally giving in. 

We, in our small charity, are immensely grateful to Mr & Mrs Caplan for adopting Jackson. 

It is so sad that they all did not have more time together. December 2023. 

 

 



A ‘Lucky’ love story … 

 

Our eldest son Sam died in 2022 unexpectedly. His loss naturally had a significant impact on 

the whole family. This included our dog, Trevor, who had been used to Sam’s dog Nala 

arriving each day to be looked after whilst Sam worked as a teacher in one of the local 

schools. He spent much of his day looking out of a bedroom window waiting for Sam and his 

dog, a Golden Retriever, to arrive. It was so upsetting to see. 

 

One day in February, as my youngest son and I were working from home, my wife picked up 

the phone and called the Southern Golden Retriever Rescue. She told our story to June, the 

area co-ordinator, who asked if we would consider adopting a Retriever looking for a forever 

home. She explained the process including having garden & house checks first. 

 

Two weeks later our new edition arrived with a bed, and an abundance of toys and there was 

an instant connection of love and compatibility. She and Trevor hit it off instantly and 

quickly became the best of friends. She has given our dog a new lease of life and he now 

loves to play with all of Lucky’s toys!  She has helped him lose weight and regain his 

appetite for life. 

 

As for us, she has helped us enormously. In many ways she has a similar personality to Sam - 

loving, caring, calm, playful and always hungry!! We do feel that Sam helped the Rescue to 

send Lucky to us! 

 

She enjoys her days spending time with us and Trev, and meeting new friends when she is 

out on her daily walks with Trev by her side, giving her confidence and showing her the 

ropes. 

We have only ever had dogs from puppies before but this has been a delightful experience 

managed so well by the Rescue. We will always be grateful to them and we will give Lucky a 

wonderful life full of love and fun!’ 

Simon  Arthur 

 

A Fabulous photo from the FUNDAY 2023 

 

 

 

 

 



AND FINALLY – although it’s heart wrenching when the times comes to say goodbye to our 

beloved furry friends – one hopes this poem captures their sentiment, and helps lift our hearts 

just a little …   

 

 


